
Artificial Solutions partners with the
Conversation Design Institute
Artificial Solutions® (SSME:ASAI), the leading specialist in Conversational AI, today
announced a partnership agreement with the Conversation Design Institute who offers
courses, certification, and consultancy around Conversational AI, used by brands like
Vodafone, JP Morgan, Booking, ABN AMRO, and many others.

The Conversation Design Institute will use Teneo®, Artificial Solutions award-winning
conversational AI development platform, as a key component to its clients.

Conversation Design Institute’s mission is two-fold. On one hand it seeks to create alignment in
the industry around terminology and workflow. On the other hand, it seeks to train and certify
non-engineers to help organizations develop proper chatbots and voice assistants as well as to
advise enterprises in their CAI strategy.

“Every organization is looking to automate 85% of their interactions with conversational AI
technology,” says founder Hans van Dam of the Conversation Design Institute.

Teneo delivers everything an organisation needs to quickly build advanced conversational AI
applications running on any channel. A key component in digital transformation, Teneo allows
end-users to interact with technology more easily by simply asking for what they want to
achieve, while enabling businesses to automate resource intensive and complex tasks.

“We are excited to partner with the Conversation Design Institute; their energy, and vision of
the feature of Conversational AI will allow us to push the boundaries of what is currently
expected from state-of-the-art chatbots and voice bots implementations even further,” said
Mykola Sochynskyi, Sales Director at Artificial Solutions. “Our first joint project will take place
on the 15th of June at the Conversation Design Festival, by the Conversation Design Institute
Foundation. At the festival, AI Trainers, Conversation Designers, and Conversational
Copywriters will share their learning journeys and enterprise experiences”.

To learn more about the Conversational Design Festival, visit:
https://www.eventbrite.nl/e/conversation-design-festival-tickets-149833759809

About Conversational Design Institute:

Conversation Design Institute is the world's leading training and certification institute for
creating human-centric AI Assistants. The Amsterdam based company was founded in 2018
and works with enterprises around the world. Its human-centric workflow helps teams create AI
Assistants that deliver value for both people and the business. Whether you are starting your
first chatbot project or are handling a million conversations per day, this proven workflow will
help you increase cognition, completion, and satisfaction scores.

About Artificial Solutions

Artificial Solutions® (SSME:ASAI) is the leading specialist in Conversational AI. We enable
communication with applications, websites and devices in everyday, humanlike natural
language via voice, text, touch or gesture input.
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Artificial Solutions’ advanced conversational AI Teneo®, allows business users and developers
to create sophisticated, highly intelligent applications that run across 86 languages and
dialects, multiple platforms and channels in record time. The ability to analyse and make use of
the enormous quantities of conversational data is fully integrated within Teneo, delivering
unprecedented levels of data insight that reveal what customers are truly thinking.Artificial
Solutions’ conversational AI technology makes it easy to implement a wide range of natural
language applications such as virtual assistants, conversational bots, speech-based
conversational UIs for smart devices and more. It is already used daily by millions of people
across hundreds of private and public sector deployments worldwide.

For more information, please visit www.artificial-solutions.com 
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